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The Imaginary City: 
Horacio Coppola's Photographs 
of Buenos Aires from the 1920s and 30s 
Ana Betancour 
This text focuses on issues of representation 
particular to the city of Buenos Aires 
in the 1930s, through the modernist 
photographs of Horacio Coppola. 
During this time, the edges of the city, 
its peripheries and everyday life 
became a strong feature of a rapidly changing city 
and laid the foundations for a mythology 
of the origins and the present status 
of a national identity. 
The exploration of the relationship 
between the political and aesthetic discourse 
of these images is linked to the representations 
of the city itself. It sets the conditions 
for an interpretation of the work 
within the context of the cultural debate 
in Argentina and as part of the Modern project. 
Discussing questions of nationality, 
constitution of culture in a peripheral country, 
and representation as an ideological construct. 
Hard to believe Buenos Aires had any beginning. I feel it to 
be as eternal as air and water. 
Jorge Luis Borges, 
The mythical founding of Buenos Aires, 1929 
IN THE FIRST DECADES OF THE CENTURY, Buenos Aires was witness to extraordinary changes; the city was trans-formed, not only in appearance but also in urban life, 
in its very character as city. I t was at the time the fastest 
growing city wor ld wide along w i t h Berlin and Tokyo, and 
grew seven-fold i n fifty years. This resulted in a sprawling 
metropolis. The huge influx o f immigrants at the t u r n o f 
the century, and following decades had multipl ied the popu-
lation radically altering the demography o f Buenos Aires, as 
well as its linguistic and cultural base. The former Spanish 
outpost was transformed into a heterogeneous city. 
These changes were part o f an immense state controlled 
enterprise aimed at forging economic development, w i t h 
national and cultural identity as a construction legitimised, 
sanctioned and impelled by the state. These transforma-
tions encompassed massive changes across a mult i tude o f 
scales that covered everything from large-scale immigra-
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t ion policy, transformation f rom colonial outpost to an 
economic powerhouse, the construction o f cities and the 
inst i tution o f structures o f power. I n addition, the political 
system, ideological structures and cultural identity o f the 
Modern project necessarily implicated mechanisms o f repre-
senration as integral parts enmeshed i n the systems o f power. 
The relationship between ideology and representation, 
although never neutral, was i n this case explicitly l inked to 
formation or construction o f identity. 
This city is the focus for Horacio Coppola's images. 
From his photographic chronicle of Buenos Aires, he con-
structed a fragmentary view on the c i ty : "the first modern 
view of Buenos Aires translated systematically into images. ** 
These images rarely present to us a complete panorama, a 
tableau vivant where all parts seem to have their orderly 
place and role. Instead they present fragments, small snip-
pets o f the city, or large vistas taken from rooftops, carefully 
and artfully composed images and ones whose moment 
seems almost wi thout composure. The sum o f these frag-
menrs constitute a heterogeneity o f images o f the rapidly 
expanding ciry. 
The spirit o f ' the new was at the centre o f the debate o f 
the artistic avant-garde i n Argentina, and the Modern pro-
ject during the 1920s and 30s was fully adopted as a model 
o f progress. Nevertheless, i t is significant that the process o f 
modernity i n Latin America and specifically i n Argentina is 
understood as"clearattempt to give the pasta new function ? 
A progressive force, that does not establish a position o f 
rupture against an existing or older order, as perhaps was 
the case in European cities. Instead, as Beatriz Sarlo writes " 
In Argentine culture this general relationship with the past is 
given a specific form by the reading and imaginary recupe-
ration of a culture much affected by immigration and urbani-
zation ? I n this one might locate Coppola together w i t h 
Jorge Luis Borges as parr o f the intellectual avant-garde, 
attempting to define a national identity, an Argentine-ness. 
A project concerned w i r h the construction o f a past and an 
originary m y t h as well as a future. One that belonged neither 
to the colonial past, nor to the European models on which 
the city was being modelled. 
I n Coppola's work from the 1930s, the survey o f the city 
becomes an urban archaeology of modernity. A n archaeo-
logy that attempts to construct and excavate an origin o f 
modernity. The speculative re-construction o f origins, i n 
which the past and present are put to use i n constructing a 
progressive future. Borges' descriptions in words and Cop-
pola's photographs, through an imagined past, rather than 
using descriptions of existing realities, function as fragments 
or beginnings o f narratives which the reader / viewer somehow 
strives to complete. The emphasis o f their artistic project is 
the definit ion o f an urban modernity and the recuperation 
o f a past or imagined Buenos Aires 4 , intrinsically connected 
to issues o f representation. 
The context o f this text is divided in three main readings/ 
interpretations o f the city o f Buenos Aires and focussing on 
a series o f photographs by Horacio Coppola f rom the 1920s 
and 30s. His photographs depict the city as a fragmented 
city, as opposed to the official city; the urban grid as rhe 
ordering device and European cultural model. Considering 
the two as very different conditions, and suggesting that i n 
the tension between the differing representations a th i rd 
city emerges: the imaginary city. Articulated i n Coppola's 
work as an ambiguous and elusive image allowing differing 
interpretations to occur. The city is neither o f these inter-
pretations alone but at the same time exists between these. 
This text i n these terms offers these interpretations open to 
further conjecture that may be brought to the text by the 
reader, a iming to be i n a way similar to the photographs o f 
Coppola which are always open to interpretation. 
1, The Fragmented City 
Fragment 1: The sea in the city 
When I saw the prints, I became aware of my vision. Photo-
graphy was the instrument. M y vocation was revealed: a 
maker of pictures. A maker of pictures, but one who is aware 
of the primary value of words: the name spoken by the voice 
of one's being, one's spirit. Pictures to be looked at and to be 
known. 5 
Coppola 
I n the photograph captioned " Vista de ciudad con trasnat-
lantico , or " View of city with oceanlinef, an ocean-liner seems 
to be part o f the ciry. Ships that arrive and depart, the horizon 
interrupted by an unfinished high rise building, a square to 
be enclose, masts o f sea vessels, fragments f rom other cen-
turies, and conflicting lines. A conglomerate o f move-
ments, structures, and the grey sky as present i n the image 
as the city itself. 
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Grey from smoke fused together with the grey from clouds — 
as London, as Paris, as the world's gigantic metropolises.6 
Notwithstanding the unity o f grey tones, there is an interes-
t ing intersection i n the composition o f the image. I t is i n -
between the focal point o f the picture, somewhere i n the far 
distance o f the implied ocean, and the strong sense o f 
direction i n the buildings i n the front. I n the contradictory 
direction o f the chimneys o f the ship, and the buildings 
framing i t , and the diminishing scale o f the buildings on 
one side o f the photograph i n comparison to the d o m i -
nance o f the tower rising on the opposite one. The sense o f 
perspective i t creates gives strong references to a city grid. 
The composition suggests directions made o f converging 
and diverging lines, w i t h discernible strong geometries. 
The framing o f the image, i n its straightforwardness reveals 
two oscillating subjects i n the centre o f the observer's view, 
the bui lding and the ship. There is a sense that everything is 
at the same time, i n the same plane, and has the same pre-
sence i n the picture. The viewer is left w i t h a sense o f ambi-
valence. 
The ambiguity in the images can be associated to the 
quickly changing mil ieu o f Buenos Aires, experienced as a 
loss o f cultural referents as the earlier population becomes 
outnumbered and instability is brought on by the massive 
immigrat ion. By the turn o f the century, up to seventy per-
cent o f its working inhabitants were immigrants. They 
came to the country to provide labour for Argentina's tapidly 
expanding export market to Europe: 
More than fifty thousand workers come each year to the River 
Plata—Europeans washed up by desperation on these coasts. 
Eight of every ten workers or artisans are foreigners, and 
among them are Italian socialists and anarchists, Frenchmen 
of the Commune, Spaniards of the first republic, and revolu-
tionaries from Germany and Central Europe. 7 
The enormous flood o f immigrants into Buenos Aires, 
commencing i n the 1870s, meant, for example, that the city 
expanded by over 300 percent from 187,000 inhabitants to 
650,000 i n the twenty-five years to 1895,8 later swelling to 
1.5 m i l l i o n by 1914 and to 2.5 mi l l ion by the 1930s. The cen-
sus o f 1924 reveals that 184,427 immigrants arrived dur ing 
that year, reported by a Buenos Aires newspaper as: "An 
amount really full of promise because it represents an average of 
more than i$,ooo immigrants monthly, an important current 
of human energy flowing into our countryPThese numbers, 
naturally enough, had drastic effects on the city's fabric, on 
its public spaces and on the culture and ethnicity o f the city. 
A culture o f mixture was emerging and the city itself, rather 
than the nation, became the locus for the newcomers and 
the local inhabitants to found the references for this cultural 
identity. 
Fragment2: Outskirts and peripheries 
Skin and gestures occupying space. Reflected light; trying to 
discover the source of energy and decode t ime . 1 0 
Coppola 
Coppola's photographs o f the periphery o f Buenos Aires i n 
the 1930s show the ubiquitous grid receding into the pam-
pas. A frontier pushed back as the city gr id encroaches, 
appropriates, and establishes itself on the hinterland. The 
road extends to the horizon wi thout deviation. N o t a 
farmer's lane, but a road laid down as relentless progress. A 
group o f children stand, looking down the empty road i n 
expectation, hope perhaps. They are emblems themselves 
o f the future, enmeshed in the grand projects o f the city and 
surveyors o f the horizon. A single house marks the edge o f 
the city and the beginning o f the Pampas. 
However, i n isolation, w i thout an understanding o f the 
context that surrounds the photograph, read only as a cut-
out o f reality, this photograph suggests another meaning. 
Its bleakness, and emptiness as well as the sense o f in f in i -
tude leaves one w i t h a feeling o f place-less-ness. As a frag-
ment, the image out o f context suggests ambivalence. 
The flat plane on which the city is bui l t , horizontal and 
wi thout relief, is a specific characteristic that allowed for 
speculative development and expansion o f the city wi thout 
physical constraints. The porteños 1 1 ancestors, the Spanish 
Colonisers believed the city would become the major port 
o f the southern Atlantic. However, the flatness o f the city 
and its surroundings, which extend into the sea, meant that 
" the bay's bottom is essentially a continuation of the pampas."11 
Because o f this the sea able to flow into the city i n innumer-
able floods. Analogously, the city extends across the pam-
pas like water. This duplicity marks the city's equivocation 
o f import and export, sea and pampas, Europe and the 
interior, and, in essence, registers the spatial duality o f the city 
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i n the form o f a horizon. "And, above all, respectfor the pampas. 
This mixture of native, tradition, pampas andpatterns of squares 
blended traditional culture with the spirit of modernity."13 
The periphery, depicted as a partial reality, the city as i t is 
but projecting as i t w i l l be in the future is perhaps an 
archerypal fragment, one that has come to have an almost 
iconic status i n relation to the modern city's not ion o f pro-
gress. Like the Soviet photographs of the time showing pro-
gress and the future promise o f a rapidly industrialised 
country. The periphery was an emblem o f hope. However 
despite the periphery's dynamic status as frontier during 
these time, the periphery was a collection o f fragments. A 
heterogeneous patchwork o f isolated houses and areas that 
collected the newly arrived immigranrs but had not yet 
coalesced into the unified body o f the city. 
Fragment y.Arriving and returning 
Chance awaits me. In my native country, on the plains, in 
the mountains, in Patagonia, the Delta, the shore, the north. 
Landscapes through which I have travelled. They lived on 
my eyes and in my ear: picture archives that are constantly 
vibrating [. . . ] M 
Coppola 
Coppola was part o f the generation o f mixture /cu l tura l 
heterogeneity. 1 3 He was a son o f a numerous Ital ian i m -
migrant family, born i n Buenos Aires, and actively part 
o f the cul tural life i n rhe city. I n the late twenties, 
together w i t h a group o f young artists he created the first 
cinema-club i n the country and published rhe cultural 
magazine Clave de sol. He made his first journey to Eu-
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rope i n 1930, and two years later, he returned to j o i n the 
Bauhaus i n B e r l i n . ' 6 
Returning to Buenos Aires i n 1935, after two producrive 
years i n London, he held his first exhibition at Amigos del 
Arte and was thereafter commissioned by the mayor o f the 
city, to do a systematic survey o f the city. As he walked 
along the ciry from the centre ro rhe outskirts he became 
known as the "Buenos Aires pedestrian." 1 ' His friendship w i t h 
Borges, lead to different contributions i n the legendary 
magazine Sur, and Borges book Evaristo Carriego. The series 
o f images Siete temas de Buenos Aires appeared in the n u m -
bers 4 and 5 o f the magazine, together w i t h articles by 
Waldo Frank, Alfonso Reyes and M a r t i n Heidegger. The 
images had no explanations more than simple captions w i t h 
the names o f the streets and the neighbourhoods. Cop-
pola's photographs, apparently drawing on influences from 
his time at the Bauhaus, presents a mult i tude o f images 
many o f which seem to almost by chance; 
The ground, too, in a photo that looks like a mistake, a picture 
taken accidentally by his Leica, revealing the gleaming pa-
tent leather of a shoe and a glimpse of trouser and turn-up, 
walking on a honeycomb of geometrical white paving stones'" 
We can interpret the accidental shoe as a signature given 
Coppola's nom-de-plume. Barnatan writes o f the infinite 
combinations and the various apparently unrelated images 
o f Coppola; "Shop windows reflecting glassware and hats, 
suits and special offers. A telegraph pole like an altar to the 
branches of a centenarian tree."19 
Coppolas first book Buenos Aires 1936, w i t h texts by Alberto 
Perbisch and Ignacio B. Anzoategui, is an album o f photo-
graphs, w i t h his ideas about the city, and" 'existentialpropo-
sitions."20There are images o f the rationalist architecture o f 
the barrio Norte, eighteenth-century neighbourhoods w i t h 
their more provincial pace, Corrientes and Avenida de Mayo, 
cafes, neon lights, advertisements, endless streets, the out-
skirts o f the city and the "dreadful sky o f the pampa."21 
Fully aware of the importance of the project, Coppola took 
pictures from below, above and full in order to capture the spirit 
of the ciry, with results in which he produces something 
more than figurativi photography, Revealing the essentials 
of his attitude to the problems then being posed by the avant-
garde core. 2 2 
Avenida Juan B. Justo al Oeste/ Avenue Juan B. Justo to the 
west, 1936. 
In Coppola's survey o f the city, he searched for the essence and 
character of Buenos Aires. The city he wanted to describe has 
been interpreted as not to "anthropomorphise or sentimentalise 
Buenos Aires, but simply to show his urban surroundings 
exactly as they were."2iTbis definition presupposes Coppola's 
survey o f the city as a truthful testimony o f the time, and the 
images mirror ing an existing reality. Using his own epithet 
a maker o f pictures', I argue that rather than evidence, the 
images are instead a 'making', a construction o f certain 
realities, and that Coppola is fully aware o f the possibilities 
that photography, as means o f production, offers i n the 
articulation o f the gaze upon the city. 
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Rivadavia en t re Salgado y Medrano/R ivadav ia b e t w e e n Salgado and M e d r a n o (street names), 1931. 
I n these and other images the city o f Buenos Aires is l i tt le 
by l itt le revealed, mosaic-like, as partly composed and 
partially accidental. The fragmenrs o f this mosaic-like 
appearance do not necessarily coalesce into a singular clear 
image o f the city. Each o f Coppola's images remains semi-
autonomous and at times blank, w i t h only the caption 
providing any connection to a physical place. Each frag-
ment sometimes suggesting a possible tenuous l ink to some 
other place, some other image. The nature o f these frag-
ments make up the disconnected, the fragmented city: 
The extreme mobility of urban society, the bustling crowds 
of strangers, the new customs and social mores, the succes-
sive waves of demolition and construction that followed one 
another in accelerating rhythm - all suggested instability, loss 
of the past, and a future to be conquered.24. 
A city o f ful l o f immigrants who have just arrived by ship 
from Europe; strangers who are wi thout origin or place i n 
the city but who end up next to another stranger i n the city; 
the constant change and urban transformation that was 
always altering the stable referents o f the city; chance meet-
ings and opportunities; the polyglot o f various languages i n 
rhe absence o f a common one, the terrible conditions o f 
overcrowding that overfilled the city at the time; the perpe-
tually unfinished city in constant change. I t is this frag-
mented city that Coppola seeks to capture. 
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2. The Official City 
In Buenos Aires...Sarmiento...imported sparrows so the city 
would. . .seem more like Paris.25 
The immigrat ion policy initiated i n the 1880s by Sarmi-
ento, the forefather o f the Modern project as a state run 
form o f social Darwinism intended to alter the demo-
graphy o f a population that by 1870, was 30 percent o f A f r i -
can or indigenous Indian origin. I t was i n effect a form o f 
miscegenation aimed specifically at whitening the popula-
t ion . But by the 1920s the effects o f this criollismo26 that 
threatened the notionally Spanish population could be said 
to have induced a crisis o f identity, as Beatriz Sarlo writes, 
concerning Borges' search for identity: ".. . what does it 
really mean to he Argentine? Who has acquired the rights to 
define the still un-delimited field of Argentine culture?'11 
D u r i n g this period, many attempts to construcr a national 
identity were made by the state and later by various dicta-
torships as well as by the cultural elite. I n these terms the 
Modern project that aimed to construct an Argentinean 
national identity is problematic against the background o f 
massive change, urban growth and mass immigrat ion that 
altered the demographic constitution. However from these 
attempts, i t is no wonder that authenticity as origin and 
foundation often became a fictionalised construct, and at 
times an imaginary entity, which perhaps was used to make 
up for the lack o f stable referents: 
When accelerated changes in society arouse feelings of 
uncertainty... An old remembered or imagined order is recon-
structed by the memory as past. Against this horizon rhe pre-
sent is placed and evaluated2* 
The influx o f people flooded into the grid o f Buenos Aires. 
The tool o f the modern project, and a device w i t h which 
the state could efface differences and fill up the city whilst 
using the grid as a means o f expansion and control. The 
grid o f the modern project in the course o f history took 
over from the preceding Spanish colonial gr id, aided by the 
flatness o f the pampas. Comparisons were made and the 
models offered by the most civilised yet dynamic o f cities, 
New York and Paris were considered at the highest levels o f 
planning and state policy as possible ways o f implementing 
Buenos Aires self-conscious and wi l fu l expansion via the 
grid. Control led, sanctioned, planned and implemented 
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by the state as a part o f the modern projecr, rhe grid forms a 
part o f the official city. O n t o this pattern other more 
specific cultural actors and their actions were placed, ones 
that could transform the city into having a gråvitas and 
digniras that would merit such a civilised city as Buenos Aires 
desired to be. 
Buenos Aires was described as the Paris o f the South. 
The cutting o f Hausmann-esque grand boulevards through 
the colonial Spanish grid during the m i d nineteenth cen-
tury by Torcuato de Alvear, shifted the perception o f the 
city from a former outpost o f the Spanish colony to a centre 
o f culture belonging, therefore, to the same sphere as historic 
and 'civilised' Europe. Coupled w i t h the construction o f 
grand civic institutions such as the Congress Hal l and the 
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central plazas (squares), the city was envisioned as exemp-
lary and necessary in the on-going construction o f the 
identity of the nation. Corbusier's invitation to Buenos Aires 
i n 1929 can be understood as part o f the same, using (Euro-
pean) culture as the model, and architecture as the emble-
matic representation o f the new, modern metropolis. 
Corbusier approached the city f rom the sea at night. He 
saw a southern sky full o f stars glittering mirage like on the 
surface o f the River Plata. Effectively the characteristics 
Corbusier experienced were rhose around which the myt-
hos o f the city was being constructed at the time. The city as 
he described i t was hovering between these: 
Al l at once, above the first illuminated beacons, I saw Buenos 
Aires. The uniform river, flat, without limits to the left and 
to the right; above your Argentine sky so filled with stars; a 
Buenos Aires, this phenomenal line of light beginning on 
the right at infinite and fleeting to the left towards infinity. 
Nothing else, except, at the centre of the line of light, the 
electric glitter which announces the heart of the city. The 
simple meeting of the pampas and the river in one line, i l lu-
minated the night from one end to the other. Mirage, 
miracle of the night, the simple punctuation regular and 
infinite of the lights of the city describes what Buenos Aires 
is in the eyes of the voyageur. This vision remained for one 
instance and imperious I thought: nothing exists in Buenos 
Aires; but what a strong and majestic line 2 9 
His lyrical description suggests a complete seduction by the 
image, the appearance o f things. This 'first impression', i t 
can be speculated, enamoured Corbusier so much that i t 
re-appears as his proposal for the city. Corbusier focused on 
the centre i n his proposal for Buenos Aires and the develop-
ment o f a mirage-like apparition that floated above the Ri-
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Cité d'Affaires, Le Courbusier, 1929 
ver Plata. His plan for the city re-appropriated the th in line 
between the city and the river. Proposing a new, modern 
centre raised on p i lot i and located on an artificial island 
that w o u l d bring modern and cultural life to the city, and in 
essence an icon for a city that lacked differentiation and 
stability i n its rawness. A large plateau bui l t out over the r i -
ver w i t h restaurants and cafes and all rhe places people need 
to relax i n , where the citizens o f Buenos Aires w i l l at last 
have regained the right to see the sea and the sky. 3 0 
Corbusier named his proposal Cité d'Affaires znà on the 
plan o f the platform wrote 'valourisation totale. I t was as 
though this faux-island manifested the mirage that Corbu-
sier wrote o f elsewhere. Buenos Aires was ambivalent for 
Corbusier: a city that elicited both mirage-like apparitions 
and abject horror: 
Buenos Aires is one of the most inhumane cities I have 
known; really, ones heart is martyred. For weeks I walked its 
streets without hope like a madman, oppressed, depressed, 
furious, desperate.31 
Given the two terms o f reference i t is possible to underst-
and Corbusier's plan for the city as an escape, a retreat into a 
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form o f aesthetic reaction against the horror o f the raw 
urbanism o f a Modern project. The Plan Voisin, radical 
though i t may have been in Europe's history-bound ciries 
creating ruptures in the fabric o f medieval or imperial 
cities, here, the radical gesture was nothing other than a 
minor element i n the project o f the state i n Buenos Aires at 
the time. The city was, and had been for over th i r ty years, 
involved in a grand project o f modernism. 
We can retrospectively view Corbusier's proposal as 
being an intrinsically European one. Looking back meta-
phorically towards the origin o f culture and o f urbanism— 
in this case Paris—as Collins writes: 
in his ninth lecture (18 October, 1929) he advanced the possi-
bility of adapting the Plan Voisin of Paris to Buenos Aires—or 
one might say, Buenos Aires to the Plan Voisin—affirming 
that Buenos Aires can transform itself into one of the great 
(dignas) cities of the w o r l d . 3 2 
Corbusier's presence and i n v i t a t i o n to Buenos Aires by 
Silvia O 'Campo and the Amigos del Artes society is 
indicative o f the yearning, and i n some ways, superficial 
allure o f historically constituted or ig in to a displaced 
culture. Witness to the insistent claims o f the main ly 
bourgeois Porteños that Buenos Aires is the Paris o f the 
South. Therefore, Corbusier's plan was a desire to shift 
Buenos Aires towards that w h i c h was emblematic o f a 
European modernism, w h i c h i m p l i c i t l y homogenised 
differences—in other words, the compass o f the Plan 
Vois in po inted towards an i m p l i c i t European centre, 
away f r o m the intr ins ic differences and cul tural 'other-
ness' that were manifest i n the social matr ix o f the city. 
A r o u n d the same time, Werner Hegemann, a German-
American architect and planner visited Buenos Aires and 
made a number o f urban proposals for Buenos Aires. Hege-
mann's more in-depth proposal for Buenos Aires focused 
instead on the connection o f the city to the pampas. I n a 
sense, this further articulated the Modern project where the 
periphery effectively became the centre. Hegemann, unlike 
Corbusier, based the premise o f his plan on an in-depth 
study and protracted fieldwork, rather than on immediate 
impressions. He immersed himself i n the culture o f the city 
and attempted to comprehend its complex dynamic. 
Collins writes 
anchoring his recommendations in the local context, 
Hegemann reinforced the uniqueness of the South Ameri-
can city as it was striving for its own identity. 3 3 
I n this focus on the periphery, Hegemann specifically con-
sidered the role o f the barrio and presented his findings i n a 
film entitled La Cuidad del Mañana, (City o f Tomorrow). 
In part, Hegemann recognised the heterogeneity and ad-hoc 
nature o f the outer edges o f the city as 
democratic in spirit...[he] saw in these unpretentious 
buildings, as well as in the self-built dwellings on the peri-
phery of the capital, an incipient indigenous style.34 
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Collins, drawing on della Paolera, points out the crucial diffe-
rences between these two imported authorities, Corbusier and 
Hegemann, as 'emblematic' o f the difference between a piano 
regulator and a plan regulador .The former is a 
graphic prescription for an urban intervention, which, at the 
moment of its creation, may be the correct prescription: but 
already while it is being implemented, the complex city 
organism has transformed itself." 
The latter is comprised o f 
many pianos in a continuous, energetic planning politic that 
commands the momentum and flexibility required to organise 
a major city. 3 6 
A certain analogy is found between Corbusier, who looks to 
Europe and Hegemann, who sees the interior and the 
periphery w i t h the hero o f Cortazar's Rayuela(ip6j)r'', who 
'wavers irresolutely between Buenos Aires and Paris i n a 
permanent alternation of" now here" and "now there" 
The official city as an issue o f the modern state, can be 
read i n terms o f the desires for control effected by the Gr id 
City. As well the impulse for homogeneity in the efface-
ment o f differences coupled w i t h the imposit ion o f an ur-
ban order manifest in boulevards and ordered streets. From 
Sarmiento's desire for a European-ness and for the reinven-
t ion or construction o f Buenos Aires not as a barbaric colo-
nial city: 
...America, instead o f remaining abandoned to the sava-
ges, incapable o f progress, is today occupied by the Cauca-
sian race—the most perfect, the most intelligent, the most 
beautiful and the most progressive o f those that people the 
earth 3 9 but as a civilised city whose origins are pure is a 
desire for a Utopia. Various exemplifications o f this can be 
found, the invitation o f Corbusier, the constant looking 
outwards towards Europe and the modell ing o f the city on 
places elsewhere which appear as ordered cities. These 
factors construct the official city. 
3. The Imag ina r y Ci ty 
I maintain - without having any spurious fears of the para-
dox or a romantic love thereof - that only new countries 
have a past [ . . . ] . I f time is to be defined as succession, one 
must acknowledge that more events occur at places which 
are more highly concentrated, that more time flows there 
and that our unstable side of the world is the most fruitful in 
this respect. [...] in Granada, in the shadows of towers more 
than a hundred times older than the fig trees, I have not felt 
this fleeting time, yet have felt it at the intersection of the 
streets Pampa and Triumvirato: a blanch, colourless place, 
nowadays marked by clay tile roofs, where, three years ago, 
its characteristic feature comprised smoking brick kilns and, 
five years ago, chaotic building sites.'"' 
Borges Evaristo Carriego, 1930 
I t is i n Coppola's infinite perspective o f streets-always-the-
same, that he finds a location for constructing the essence 
o f the city: i n the outskirts or periphery. I n these years the 
"suburbs emerged as a literary and political urban theme."41 
The periphery here is not the left over nether-spaces o f the 
city but a frontier whose endurance i n the beginning o f the 
century is temporal, progressive and as necessary as the 
influx o f immigrants who flood into the city from the sea. 
The edge o f the city becomes i n this a frontier to be colo-
nised by the rapidly advancing city. W h a t becomes evident 
from this chance mythology present i n Coppola's photo-
graph is the not yet city. Coppola's photograph is an emblem 
of modernity. A temporal periphery, the mode o f Coppola 
here is not so concerned w i t h contextualising and spatiali-
sing the future city but i n the capture o f a chance moment, 
a fragment o f system o f representation o f modernity, is a 
dynamic, which many have wri t ten about: 
The man of the interior has stripped Buenos Aires of any 
materiality and transformed her into a formidable emporium 
of the best that exists in our reality and in our imagination. 
Thus Buenos Aires is the centre of a circumference formed 
by the most populated points and cultivated by the interior. 
They are all at the same distance. They are periphery as she is 
centre/ 2 
The flat pampas, often described as a sea o f grass, is the h i n -
terland on which the economic future o f Argentina was 
assured. The pampas was largely unwritten-about u nt i l the 
nineteenth century in terms o f the history o f Argentina and 
Buenos Aires i n particular. U p o n this blank sheet, the 
speculations o f the Modern project occurred. Erasing the 
tensions between the country and the colonial city that 
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clung to the edge that had befallen the city in previous 
times—and erasing the distinction between barbarism and 
civilisation that Domingo Sarmiento, the forefather and 
future president o f modern Argentina, saw 4 3 Sarmientos 
vision o f an urban and cultivated Utopia proclaimed that 
" the pampas is an immense sheet of paper upon which a poem of 
prosperity and culture will be imposed." AA Sarmiento played 
upon the dramaturgy o f this tableau in describing the pre-
modern pampas as 'shadow' and the river as ' l igh t . ' 4 5 
Sarmiento, founder of the Animal protection Society, preaches 
pure unabashed racism and practices it with untrembling 
hand. He admires the North Americans, free from any mixture 
of inferior races, but from Mexico southwards he sees only 
barbarism, dirt, superstition, chaos and madness. Those 
dark shadows terrify and fascinate him. He goes for them 
with sword in one hand, lamp in the other. He publishes 
prose works of great talent in favour of the extermination of 
gauchos, Indians, and blacks and their replacement by white 
labourers from northern Europe.* 
The expansion o f the periphery o f Buenos Aires from the 
1900s to the 1950s was the epitome o f the Modern project. 
The unfolding o f the periphery was not conceived o f as a 
"homogeneous counterpole to the space of the centre!"1' Gorelik 
explains that in the case o f Buenos Aires, the periphery was 
the site o f the most dynamic and progressive urban experi-
ments on a tabula rasa that had few modern precedents, 
unlike the periphery in older, more established cities where 
the periphery might be regarded w i t h a k ind o f derision. 
It was precisely the peripheral city districts which often served 
as a place providing the opportunity for, and experience of, 
the most ambitious plans.4 8 
This Modern project buil t on the 'utopian' vision o f Sarmi-
ento and others half a century before, remains unfinished. 
The resulting urbanity, as Gorelik writes, 
appears as a collection of model buildings, like postcards con-
taining unkept promises, in which objets trouvés and insigni-
ficant gaps alternate on the unvarying expanse of the pampas.49 
In what Octavio Paz calls "tradición de ruptura"^0, the tradi-
t ion o f ruptures that modernity embodies, the city would 
seem to be destined to incompleteness, emblematic o f this 
phenomena. 
Gorelik, borrowing from Borges, speaks o f the peri-
phery as a temporal condit ion in Buenos Aires. The rapid 
modernisation programme o f Buenos Aires as a modern 
state sanctioned development that generated the periphery 
as a progressive frontier, a grid o f urbanity spreading over 
the pampas. In this programme, the grid is a tool o f a M o -
dern project that, w i t h civic and state impetus and drive, is 
enmeshed in a dense "public, metropolitan space."51 The 
grid, "the promise of equality and integration"52 was imme-
diately filled w i t h a diverse population and served effec-
tively to integrate the differences w i t h i n the construct o f 
the arrabals (outskirts). 
I n a similar vein to the desire o f the city to be Parisian, 
Miguel Barnet writes about the authenticity o f writers 
whose works come to Latin America from outside. A 
pattern that presumes Latin American wr i t i ng as being 
associated w i t h the corporeal body or immanence, whereas 
European wr i t i ng is connected w i t h the m i n d or transcen-
dence. Defined in terms of identity this could be expressed as 
la maga^, one o f the main characters in Cortazar's novel 
Hopscotch, or elsewhere as Latin American magical realism 5 4 
as opposed to European culture'. This touches upon the 
thesis o f the Uruguayan writer Angel Rama who postulates 
and traces what he terms the "Lettered Ci ty" . A city o f 
words that often preceded the physical city in South Ame-
rica defined usually from the outside, from colonial Spain 
in laws, decrees, and culture for example or from France or 
Europe as words, which articulate the 'body'. The map 
therefore in this context is a carrier o f an imaginary city. 
In terms of most communication theories and common 
sense, a map is a scientific abstraction of reality. A map 
merely represents something which already exists objectively 
'there'. In the history ...this relationship was reversed. A map 
anticipated spatial realiry, not vice versa, in other words, a 
map was a model for, rather than a model of, what it pur-
ported to represent... It had become a real instrument to 
concretize projection on the earth's surface.^5 
Maps as presenting false images o f existent realities is one o f 
the subjects o f discussion in Benedict Anderson book, 
Imagined Communities. I n this he describes how maps, as 
w i t h other representations, becomes the instrument w i t h 
which political ambitions have been enacted. Borders had 
an important role in 
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defining the spatial form of the contained political regions... 
and boundaries occur where the vertical interfaces between 
state sovereignties intersect the surface of the earth... 5 6 
Looking at a map depicting Buenos Aires and surroundings 
i n the beginning o f the 19th century shows the grid laid 
upon the land and the existing buildings. The legal boun-
daries for the city settlement evolved in accordance w i t h 
the planning ordinances o f the Law o f the Indies, and the 
Iberian conquerors created, i n Angel Ramas clear words: "a 
supposedly 'blank slate', though the outright denial of impres-
sive indigenous cultures"''1 
The implementat ion i n the colonies o f the Spanish 
cuadricula, and the rational urban grid f rom the late 19th 
century are very m u c h alike. The lines are drawn upon a 
supposed 'blank sheet o f paper', a landscape not yet bu i l t . 
The gr id as a repetitive structure, and thus ordering 
pattern urban life is not specific to the city o f Buenos A i -
res. W h a t is more specific as Silvestri and Gorel ik points 
out , is the t r a d i t i o n o f understanding the gr id as a cul -
tural interpretat ion. Despite div ided reflections, upon 
the relationship between gr id and pampas, Coppola 
encompassed the preoccupations o f the avant-garde i n 
the twenties: 'the recovery o f the pampas as the essential 
fo rm o f the criollo culture ' . I n these boundaries o f the 
city, he created a l i n k between the most modern and the 
most t radi t ional through the means o f the gr id . I n the 
place where the c i ty fuses together w i t h the landscape. 
Inspired by Borges proposi t ion o f the square-block as 
the location for the mythologica l foundat ion o f Buenos 
Aires, a structure that survives the passage o f t ime. 
Coppola's images o f this proposal are translated i n the 
re-vindicat ion o f the periphery, i n an emphasis on per-
spective images o f endless streets, horizontal i ty , and 
simple orthogonalities i n the city. The under ly ing struc-
ture, the g r id , is the essential ordering pr inciple o f the 
city and is used by Coppola to this extent. 
The concentration of population in the peripheral neigh-
bourhoods of Buenos Aires paralleled the concentration of 
political power in the city centre, creating a tense and unruly 
agglomeration of social forces that seemed constantly to 
threaten the kind of eruption that would surely subvert the 
hierarchical structures of urban l i fe . 5 8 
Yet as the names o f the nation and its key city never 
managed to match the reality that promised silver and good 
air, Argentina and Buenos Aires, so too there is an apparent 
gap, an absence between the image and the reality o f the 
city. From rhis lack o f substantial reality, o f authority, one 
can understand why Buenos Aires for example desired to 
be the Paris o f the South. Paris, being deemed to be an 
authentic origin and repository o f culture, as i f to make up 
for the absence o f reality that the fictional identity could 
never attain. I n terms o f its cultural identity, the city 
appealed to elsewhere, to England for its model o f society, 
to Europe for its authenticity; to Paris for an image o f its 
desire and later to the m y t h o f the pampas as a source o f its 
mythology. 
I n the slippage between image and reality, the city o f 
Buenos Aires appeals on the one hand to an already esta-
blished image, that o f Paris for example, but on the other 
hand the manifest reality o f the city is not as defined. The 
masses o f immigrants who fill the city do not constitute 
this city or any definition o f urbanity during the 1930s. 
They might be described more closely as a collection o f 
fragments, a heterogeneous mixture o f differing origins, 
languages and cultures who apparently occupy the same 
space, having no little in the way o f endurance, history or 
place. 
Into the gap between the city's image and its reality 
Coppola's work, his photographs therefore might be said to 
faithfully reproduce this manifest gap or rupture. His docu-
mentation o f the city being the manifestation o f a hete-
rogeneous collection o f fragments. However to assume the 
neutrality and passivity o f such a reading would be to 
ignore the role o f Coppola and his contemporaries i n the 
mythologising o f this condit ion. A discursive position 
which considers the nature o f technology and representa-
t ion i n a context that is itself a modernisation imply ing 
industrial, and technological change. 
Imagema 
The photographic image and the image in the retina of the 
eye coincide, but the perception of this image is not neces-
sarily faithful [...] Perception is, one might say, a composite 
of rationalisations running parallel to the reality of the 
object that the eyes see [...] Imagema is one of the possible 
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definitions of what is visible, one of the infinite definitions 
that light offers to our eyes [ . . . ] photography as a method, a 
philosophy of truth. 5 5 ' 
Coppola 
In conventionally bound notions of photography, the image 
is defined as as a truth's image, 6 0 and the act o f making 
photographing as recording, documenting, mirroring reality. 
In this assumption, the photographic image is "a transpa-
rent presentation of a real scene,"61 and the Visible' becomes 
associated to the real, and henceforth to t ru th , in what John 
Berger calls a positivistic use o f photography 6 2 . 
The relationship between image and ideology, raises 
the question o f how ident i ty is constructed in this, the 
concept o f photography as a transparent' reflecting the 
reality i t represents, presents some complications. 6 3 This 
is borne out by Laclau who considers representation not 
as a mere transmission, direct projection or transparent to 
the reality i t shows, cannot simply be. Laclau points to the 
impossibili ty o f both 'absolute representation' and 'total 
transparency' between the: 
.. .representative and the represented, means the extinction 
of the relationship of representation. I f the representative 
and represented constitute the same and single wi l l , the 're' 
of representation disappears since the same wil l is present in 
rwo different places. Representation can therefore only exist 
to the extent that the transparency entailed by the concept is 
never achieved; and that a permanent dislocation exists 
between the representative and the represented.64 
I t is into Laclau's 'dislocation' that we could posit Coppola's 
'philosophy o f truth ' . The pure reality or Imagema, the 
elemental nature o f the image, 6 5 has an existence on its own 
as well as an own form o f expression. The photographic 
image is defined to have similarities w i t h reality, but i t is i n 
the perception o f the image that the image is 'not neces-
sarily faithful' to reality. His endeavours are not to establish 
images as documents, but how the "making o f pictures" can 
become a narrative construction, a gaze upon the city. 
Coppola is t rying to construct an order for reality; to 
create a context perhaps less about place and spaces than as 
a temporal condit ion, to capture a moment in t ime as a 
fragment. He attempts to reconstruct the past and the pre-
sent, laying the foundations o f a mythology o f the city, i n 
the absence o f places. Yet, at the same time he claims a 
necessity o f the image to be able to project the desire, an 
imagined identity o f the place and its culture. I n the l ight o f 
these definitions, and reading Coppola's images as an architec-
tural, urban and cultural programme, as much constructed 
around what you can't see as what you can. The relationship 
between how identity is constructed and articulated w i t h i n 
the representation o f the city and what fails to be repre-
sented, the absent, the not yet present, the erased or the 
disappeared are inextricable in the modern city that is 
rapidly changing. I t is as images that are not claiming to be 
authentic 6 6 , mimetic o f a reality they represent but that 
attempt to capture the 'essence o f the city.' Henceforth the 
photographs played an important role in the construction 
o f an urban imaginary o f the city o f Buenos Aires, contr i-
but ing to the cultural debate in Argentina o f the thirties. 
Postcript 
The meaning of a photograph, like that of any other entity, is 
inevitably subject to cultural definition. 
Allan Sekula 
I n 1980, during the mil i tary dictatorship years in Argen-
tina, photographs o f Horacio Coppola from the 1930s, 
were re-issued in book form. I n this book, the photographs, 
which had chronicled the Modern project and a t ime o f ex-
pansion, were presented w i t h a yellow-toned patina and 
entitled Viejo Buenos Aires, Adios, (Good Bye, O l d Buenos 
Aires). W i t h the images a text followed, re-interpreting 
Coppola's photographs, and the images are presented as to 
be nostalgic images for a city in transformation. 
A photograph can be the same fragment o f the ci ty 
thus meaning two different things. A n ocean liner, on 
one sight becomes an emblem o f the future and on the 
other a fading memory. The ci ty itself is a collection o f 
fragments and the gaze upon the city - a collection o f 
images. I n one context look ing to the future, and i n the 
other to o ld memories. I n the 1930s Buenos Aires was 
emerging as a 'culture o f mixture ' , a place o f cul tural 
heterogeneity, and the debate evolved cr i t ical ly around 
issues o f nat ional i ty and cul tural heritage. 6 7 The same 
ci ty and the same historical period that i n the 1980s, 
were described as authentic, unif ied cul tural expression 
o f the nat ion state Argent ina. 
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wotthless perceptions, and a significant shift from the impor-
tance of the mind in favour of the 'image-documenf, instituted 
the techniques of representation and their reproductive power 
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as the main material for establishing evidences. The documen-
tary condition, Virilio argues has become such that " . . . The 
human eye no longer gives signs of recognition, it no longer 
organises the search for truth, it no longer presides over the con-
struction of truth's image..." , Paul virilio, The Vision machine, 
London: British Film Institute, 1994, p 43. 
62. Beatriz Colomina, Privacy and Publicity, Modern architecture 
as Mass Media, Cambridge/Mass .: The M I T Press, 1994, p 
77, and John Berger, "Ways of remembering" from Another 
way of telling, London: 1982 in Jessica Evans, The camerawork 
essays, London: Rivers Oram Press, 1997, p 43. 
63. John Berger and Jean Mohr, Another Way of Telling Cambridge: 
Granata Books. 1982. 
64. The nature of human relations are not any longet explicit, in 
Brecht's terms the "actual reality has slipped into the func-
tional. [...] So something must in fact be build up, something 
artificial, posed." A photograph can depict social differences, 
but no conflicts are at sight. Meaning in Brecht's terms has 
been constructed as artifice in the 'slippage'. 
65. Ernesto Laclau, New reflections on the revolution of our time, 
London: Verso, 1990, p 38. 
66. Horacio Coppola, in Gonzales, Julio Ivam Centres, El Buenos 
Aires de Horacio Coppola, Valencia: IVAM Instituto Valen-
ciano de arte Moderno, 1996, p .67. 
68. Benjamin in his seminal essay "Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction" speaks of the concept of origin of a work of art 
problematicised by the means of mechanical reproduction. In 
this, he elaborates the loss or lack of singular uniqueness of 
the photograph effecting the matrix of relations that art 
before photography had with its duration and value as well as 
the intrinsic relationship to a specific author. When authen-
ticity stops being a 'criteria' for the production of an artist, the 
"... totalfunction ofart is reversed. Instead of being based on ri-
tual, it begins to be based on another practice - politics" The 
notions Benjamin touches upon could equally be used to 
speak about the modern city of Buenos Aires. The city in its 
reproducibility, the rubber stamping of its grid and mass im-
port of people entered precisely into a realm of reproduction, 
in which singular uniqueness is lost. 
69. Significant political, social and cultural changes have produced 
a crisis in the identity of the city of Buenos Aires. 
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